
HOME EXAM PSY4311 SPRING 2019 

Assignment: 

 

Your task is to write a 1-3 page peer review of a specific scientific paper, following the 

typical peer review format where you outline your recommendation to the editor:  

 Acceptance as is,  

 Minor corrections,  

 Major corrections, 

  or Rejection.  

This is followed by a summary of the paper in your own words, a list of major comments and 

finally a list of minor comments to the authors.  

The main purpose of a peer review is to improve the science presented in the manuscript.  

It is possible to suggest, among other things: 

 additional experiments (this is frequently done in the animal literature and more 

seldom in human neuroscience due to the amount of work typically involved in data 

collection),  

 a change in presentation and/or statistical analysis of the data,  

 changes in the interpretation of the data,  

 changes to the structure of the paper, the language and terminology used,  

 and of course it is possible to point the authors to the existence of relevant literature 

not currently cited in the manuscript.  

 

 

Sensor guide: 

 

To pass this home exam, the student must show evidence of having read up on the relevant 

literature, and where possible to have identified flaws in the statistical analysis and/or 

interpretation of the data. The format of the peer review must be followed, as specified in the 

exam text.  

 

For an A, the text must reflect extensive knowledge of the relevant literature as well as an 

outstanding ability to detect problems in the research and to suggest improvements to the 

manuscript.  

For a B, the text must reflect evidence that the student has read up on the topic and is able to 

make reasonable suggestions for improvement of the manuscript.  

For a C, the student will make suggestions for improvement but not show adequate 

knowledge of the relevant literature.  

For a D, the student must have tried to come up with constructive criticism and some points 

will be relevant to the peer review process, but salient flaws in the manuscript have not been 

detected. No evidence of knowledge of the literature.  

For an F, the student must have failed to detect major flaws in the manuscript and written a 

text largely irrelevant for the purpose of the peer review, namely to improve the manuscript 

in question.  

 


